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  Bridging steps, fixed, 60°

6067421
GTIN: 4007126262585

HAILO offers fixed bridging steps for the
safe crossing of obstacles. Whether machine
systems, storage facilities, packaging or
production lines - wherever people need to
safely cross an obstacle, the modular
bridging steps are used in accordance with
the specifications of the European standard
EN ISO 14122 and EN 131-7. Depending on
requirements, different angles of inclination
of the steps and different tread widths of
the steps can be selected. All variants are
ergonomically optimized and thus enable the
user to ascend and descend safely and
comfortably. They are supplied in pre-
assembled modules, which reduces the time
and effort required for final assembly.
Detailed assembly instructions are included
in the delivery. Special designs are of course
available on request.

Step width (mm)
600

Number of steps
3

  

Modular system
Platform length 900 mm
Incl. handrail and railing on one side (optional handrail on both sides
at extra charge)
Non-slip ribbed steps & platform
Quick assembly thanks to pre-assembled components

Options on request: 
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75° variant for confined spaces
Mobile version with central brake function
R13 slip resistance for steps and platform
Ballast weights for penetration-free installation on roofs
Outdoor version (all screw connections made of stainless steel)

Specifications
Material Aluminium AlMg3 / AlMgSi

0,5

Inclination 60°

Step depth (mm) 225

Handrail (in mm) Ø 40

Platform length (mm) Standard 900

Railing one-sided

Step width (mm) 600

Number of steps 3

Clearance height (mm) 700

Clear depth platform (mm) 590

Total height (mm) 1840

Total depth (mm) 1885

Weight (KG) 43

Product code ÜS-S-600-60-3-60-3-P2-G
E-GE-I
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